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"I felt great while signing to
Co-Lin. I felt that it was the
best decision moving
forward in my career and
moving forward in life!"
-Dayquan Perkins (12)

Basketball is more than a sport. It's a passion that
these guys carry on and off the court. They sweat
blood and tears in order to accomplish the many
goals set out before them. Being the underdog in the
league makes it even harder for them. However, the
Rebels take on the challenge and beat all odds. The
PERSPECTIVES of each athlete is to not only
compete but to also carry out the legacies of those
who came before them.
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Beyond the
b a c k b o a r d!
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Boys Basketball 049
"Playing basketball is one
thing, and loving
basketball is another. I
strive to teach these
boys that there is more
than technique and
hardwork. There is
family and these players
are more than just
teammates; they are a
family and a brotherhood!"
-Coach Hardy
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The love of my sport...
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1) Classic Men. The Hoop Classics are one of
the many events that the majority attends. At
each function, the main objective is to do
better than the game before. The Rebels have
proven they compete at a higher level by
accomplishing their goals and defeating all
opponents.
2) Block. As the Rebels take on the Biloxi
Indians, Kalen Means (12) is captured playing
great defense. "Communication helped slow
down the other team!"
3) Sub In. Kendrick Shields (11) checks into
the game. "All I was thinking about was how I
would improve the game."
4) Defense Mode. "Defense wins
championships and more. Offense wins games
and fills seats." -Kenrickus Boler (12)
5) All Hands On Deck. As the Harrison
Central Rebels take on their cross town rival,
Marcquz Clay (11) dives for the ball against
Gulfport Admiral. Refs soon call jump ball and
the possession is given to HC.

What was your greatest
accomplishment as an athlete?

When did you first become
interested in the sport?

"My greatest
accomplishment as an athlete
would be winning the
championship!"
-Karsen Wells (11)

"I first became interested
in basketball at the age of
five. Watching Lebron
James motivated me to
learn how to play."
-Terrance Quince (11)
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